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ABSTRACT
The aim of our study was to investigate whether high β-glucan-containing barley (7.2 g per
100 g) improves postprandial plasma glucose levels and suppresses postprandial insulin
levels during a meal tolerance test in type 2 diabetic patients. A meal tolerance test (500
kcal) was conducted using two types of test meals: a test meal with white rice (WR) alone
(WR diet) and a test meal with WR mixed with 50% barley (BR diet) as staple food. The
side dish was the same in the both meals. The changes in plasma glucose and serum
C-peptide immunoreactivity (CPR) levels for 180 minutes after ingestion of the test meals
were compared. Ten patients with type 2 diabetes (age 52.5 ± 15.1 years, and 7 males and 3
females) were included in this study. The mean HbA1c level and body mass index were 8.8
± 1.4%, and 29.7 ± 4.5 kg/m2, respectively. Plasma glucose levels after ingestion of the WR
diet or BR diet peaked at 60 minutes, which showed no significant differences between the
two types of test meals. However, the incremental area under the curve (IAUC) of plasma
glucose levels after ingestion of BR diet was significantly lower than that of WR diet. The
serum CPR levels at 180 min and their IAUC over 180 minutes after ingestion of BR diet
were significantly lower than those of WR diet. Conclusion: Increase in postprandial plasma
glucose and insulin levels was suppressed by mixing high-β-glucan barley with WR in type 2
diabetic patients.
Keywords: Diet therapy; Beta glucan; Barley; Postprandial hyperglycemia; Type 2 diabetes

INTRODUCTION
The prevalence of diabetes is increasing worldwide. A total of 425 million adults are living
with diabetes, and this estimate is projected to increase to more than 693 million by 2045
[1]. In Japan, the incidence of obesity and glucose intolerance is also increasing [2]. Lifestyle
management including nutrition therapy and increased physical activity is important to
prevent obesity and diabetes [1,2]. Postprandial hyperglycemia causes hyperinsulinemia
and insulin resistance, and these are well known risk factor for obesity, glucose intolerance
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and cardiovascular diseases [3-5]. The amount of carbohydrate primarily contributes to the
increase in postprandial plasma glucose level [6-8], and although it is the same carbohydrate,
plasma glucose level elevation may vary depending on its quality [9]. The glycemic index
(GI) is an indicator of carbohydrate quality which ranks carbohydrates based on the rate of
glycemic response [9]. Brown rice and barley have a lower GI value and suppressive effect on
postprandial plasma glucose level elevation, because they contain a higher amount of dietary
fiber than white rice (WR) [10-12]. Barley contains higher amount of insoluble and soluble
dietary fiber, and most of the soluble dietary fiber is β-glucan [13,14]. It has been pointed out
that β-glucan may reduce the risk of cardiovascular diseases through its blood cholesterollowering action and other effects [15].
Asians individuals have traditionally consumed WR as a staple food which is said to
constitute a healthy diet, however, it is a high-GI food [9]. High intake of WR causes an
increase in postprandial plasma glucose level and is known to be associated with an increased
risk of diabetes and metabolic syndrome [16]. A previous study reported that intake of high
β-glucan barley led to reduction in visceral fat [17]. Our previous study showed that high
β-glucan barley suppressed plasma glucose level elevation and oxidant stress after meals in
subjects with normal glucose tolerance [18].
We conducted meal tolerance tests using test meal of WR mixed with two-rowed hull-less
barley containing higher amounts of β-glucan (7.2 g per 100 g) than common barley [19] in
type 2 diabetic patients and examined whether high-β-glucan barley improves postprandial
hyperglycemia and hyperinsulinemia.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Study subjects
Ten patients with type 2 diabetes (7 males and 3 females) who were admitted to Saiseikai
Yokohamashi Tobu Hospital between January 2015 and August 2015 for diabetic control were
recruited. The inclusion criteria were as follows: 1) age was less 75 years old, 2) fasting plasma
glucose levels were 140 mg/dL or less, 3) daily plasma glucose level fluctuations were less 100
mg/dL, 4) treatment with oral hypoglycemic agents with or without insulin injection. Patients
with severe renal dysfunction (estimated glomerular filtration rate less than 50 mL/min/1.73
m2) were excluded. A dietary survey confirmed that the patients included in this study did not
eat food containing barley for a week prior to the study. The mean age of the subjects was 52.5
± 15.1 years. The mean body mass index and, fasting plasma glucose and HbA1c levels were
29.7 ± 4.5 kg/m2, 103.3 ± 11.4 mg/dL, and 8.8 ± 1.4%, respectively. In regard to the treatment
of diabetes, 4 patients were receiving insulin with oral hypoglycemic agents, and 6 patients
were receiving oral hypoglycemic agents alone. Of the 10 patients treated with insulin or oral
hypoglycemic agents, one was receiving pioglitazone, 6 were receiving incretin related drugs
(3 using dipeptidyl peptidase-4 [DPP-4] inhibitor and 3 using glucagon-like peptide-1 [GLP-1]
receptor agonist), and 6 were receiving metformin. The treatment of the patients, including
oral antidiabetic agents, and doses of insulin and GLP-1 receptor agonist, was not changed
throughout the study period. The study was conducted according to the guidelines of the
Declaration of Helsinki and all procedures were approved by the ethics committee of the
Saiseikai Yokohamashi Tobu Hospital (file number 2013030). Written informed consent was
obtained from all patients.
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Meal tolerance test
The patients fasted after 21:00 on the day before the test and ingested a test meal adjusted
to approximately 500 kcal in the early morning. The meal tolerance test was conducted for
2 consecutive days. Two types of diets were prepared: one consisted of WR only as staple
food and a side dish (WR diet), and the other consisted of WR mixed with 50% β-glucan
rich barley (BR) as staple food and the same side dish as that in the WR diet (BR diet). The
barley used in this study is “Kirarimochi,” which was registered as a new breed of two-rowed
hull-less barley in 2009 and contains a high amount of β-glucan (7.2 g per 100 g) [19]. It
was developed by the National Agriculture and Food Research Organization in Japan. The
β-glucan content of normal covered barleys is about 4%, whereas Kirarimoch has β-glucan
contents of 5.8%. This barley line is not a genetically modified crop. The high-β-glucan
barley was pearled to remove the bran (pearled to 60% yield) and the remaining 60% was
used as rice-shaped barley [19]. The BR diet consisted of 50% high-β-glucan rice-shaped
barley (Kirarimochi) and 50% WR. The test meal was ingested for approximately 15 minutes.
This study was conducted with randomized cross-over design, and the subjects were divided
into two groups. The meal of the first day was assigned as WR or BR in the sequential order
of group registration. Each group ingested the WR or BR diet on the first day and switched
to the other type the following day. The WR diet contained 504 kcal, 80 g of carbohydrate
(glucose 76.9 g, dietary fiber 3.5 g), 18.7 g protein, and 11.4 g lipid, while the BR diet
contained 479 kcal, 75 g carbohydrate (glucose 68.8 g, dietary fiber 6.3 g), 18.9 g protein and
11.6 g lipid. The amount of staple food was adjusted to 150 g for both WR and BR diets.
Plasma glucose level was measured before and 30, 60, 120, and 180 minutes after ingestion
of the WR or BR diet. Serum C-peptide immunoreactivity (CPR), and plasma triglyceride
and free fatty acid (FFA) levels were measured before ingestion and 60 and 180 minutes after
ingestion. Serum CPR levels were measured by electro chemiluminescence immunoassay
methods (BML, Tokyo, Japan). Plasma triglyceride and FFA levels were measured using
enzymatic methods (BML). The incremental area under the curve (IAUC) of plasma glucose
and serum CPR levels was calculated using the trapezoidal method [20] from the values of up
to 180 minutes after ingestion, with the value at fasting state as baseline.

Statistical analysis
The results are expressed as mean ± standard deviation. Temporal changes in plasma
glucose, triglyceride and FFA, and serum CPR levels from the fasting state up to 180 minutes
after ingestion were evaluated by paired Student's t-tests. When the variables did not exhibit a
normal distribution, the variables were subjected to the Wilcoxon's-rank sum test to compare
two groups. The differences between the changes in WR and BR diet were evaluated by
unpaired Student's t-tests, and Welch's t-tests were employed for analysis if equal variance
was not assumed. Unpaired t-tests were used to compare the IAUC of plasma glucose and
serum CPR levels between WR and BR diet. In this study, the difference was regarded as
significant if the p-value was < 0.05 in a two-sided test. Statistical software SAS JMP version
11 (SAS Institute Inc., Cary, NC, USA) was used for statistical analysis.

RESULTS
Plasma glucose levels before ingestion of the WR diet was 103.3 ± 11.4 mg/dL, significantly
increased to 169.5 ± 38.4 mg/dL at 60 minutes after ingestion (p < 0.001), which was the peak
value, and returned to 137.3 ± 33.5 mg/dL at 180 minutes after ingestion. After ingestion of
the BR diet, blood glucose levels significantly increased from 109.7 ± 14.0 mg/dL to 169.4 ±
24.3 mg/dL at 60 minutes after ingestion (p < 0.001), which was the peak value, and returned
https://e-cnr.org
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to 133.6 ± 25.8 mg/dL at 180 minutes after ingestion. No significant differences in plasma
glucose levels were seen between WR and BR diet, while blood glucose levels at 120 minutes
after ingestion of the BR diet were tented to be lower compared to those of the WR diet (149.8
± 26.3 mg/dL vs. 162.2 ± 30.8 mg/dL, p < 0.051) (Figure 1). The IAUC of plasma glucose levels
over 180 minutes after ingestion of the WR diet was 4,468.5 ± 1,958.4 mg·min/dL, whereas
it was 3,345.0 ± 1,473.5 mg·min/dL after ingestion of the BR diet, which was a significantly
lower value compared to those of WR diet (p < 0.05) (Figure 2).
The serum CPR levels significantly increased from 2.51 ± 1.61 ng/mL to 7.46 ± 4.94 ng/mL at
180 minutes after ingestion of WR diet (p < 0.001), while they increased from 2.47 ± 1.55 ng/
mL to 6.05 ± 3.18 ng/mL after ingestion of BR diet (p < 0.001). The serum CPR levels at 180
minutes after ingestion of the BR diet were significantly lower than those of the WR diet (p <
0.05) (Table 1). The IAUC of serum CPR levels over 180 minutes after ingestion of the BR diet
were significant lower compared those of the WR diet (153.6 ± 89.4 ng/mL vs. 233.7 ± 191.5
ng/mL, p < 0.05) (Figure 3). In the 6 patients treated with incretin related drugs, the IAUC of
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Figure 1. Changes in plasma glucose levels after the consumption of test meals with WR diet or BR diet.
WR diet, white rice alone; BR diet, white rice mixed with 50% β-glucan rich barley.
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Figure 2. The IAUC of plasma glucose over 180 minutes after the consumption of test meals with WR diet or BR diet.
IAUC, incremental area under the curve; WR diet, white rice alone; BR diet, white rice mixed with 50% β-glucan
rich barley.
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Table 1. Changes in serum CPR levels after the consumption of test meals with WR diet or BR diet
Variables
0 min
60 min
180 min
p value
WR diet serum CPR (ng/mL)
2.51 ± 1.61
5.02 ± 2.73*
7.46 ± 4.94*
†
BR diet serum CPR (ng/mL)
2.47 ± 1.55
5.63 ± 3.64*
6.05 ± 3.18*
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
CPR, C-peptide immunoreactivity; WR diet, white rice as staple food; BR diet, white rice mixed with 50%
β-glucan rich barley as staple food.
*p < 0.001, before vs. after meal †p < 0.05, white rice diet vs. barley diet.

p < 0.05
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Figure 3. The IAUC of serum C-peptide immunoreactivity over 180 minutes after the consumption of test meals
with WR diet or BR diet.
IAUC, incremental area under the curve; WR diet, white rice alone; BR diet, white rice mixed with 50% β-glucan
rich barley.

serum CPR levels over 180 minutes after ingestion of WR diet were tented to be higher than
those in the 4 patients not receiving incretin related drugs (282.0 ± 225.6 ng/mL vs. 161.3 ±
116.2 ng/mL). Furthermore, the difference of the IAUC of serum CPR levels over 180 minutes
between WR diet and BR diet in the 6 patients receiving incretin related drugs was tented
to be higher than that in the 4 patients not receiving incretin related drugs. No significant
differences were seen in the IAUC of serum CPR levels over 180 minutes between the patients
receiving and those not receiving metformin.
Blood triglyceride levels significantly increased from the base values to 180 minutes after
ingestion of the WR and BR diets (p < 0.001). However, there was no significant difference
between the WR and BR diets. Furthermore, the increase in blood triglyceride levels after
ingestion of the WR and BR diets showed no significant difference due to blood triglyceride
levels prior to ingestion. The FFA level at 180 minutes after ingestion significantly decreased
compared with that before ingestion, but no significant differences were seen between the
two groups (Table 2).

Table 2. Changes in plasma lipid levels after the consumption of test meals with WR diet or BR diet
Variables
Meal tolerance test
0 min
60 min
180 min
Triglyceride (mg/dL)
WR diet
116.0 ± 39.2
120.2 ± 34.8
143.6 ± 44.8*
BR diet
120.7 ± 30.6
121.8 ± 29.1
149.3 ± 49.7*
Free fatty acid (mEq/L)
WR diet
0.58 ± 0.20
0.42 ± 0.18*
0.29 ± 0.12*
BR diet
0.57 ± 0.15
0.44 ± 0.19
0.32 ± 0.15†
Data are presented as mean ± standard deviation.
WR diet, white rice as staple food; BR diet, white rice mixed with 50% β-glucan rich barley as staple food.
*p < 0.01; †p < 0.001, before vs. after meal.
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DISCUSSION
We previously reported that postprandial glucose level elevation and glucose level fluctuation
were suppressed by ingestion of a mix of high-β-glucan barley and WR in subjects with
normal glucose tolerance using a meal tolerance test and continuous glucose monitoring
(CGM) system [18]. The present study indicated that the IAUC of blood glucose levels over
180 minutes after ingestion of the meal with a mix of high-β-glucan barley and WR was
significantly lower than that of the meal with WR alone. Moreover, the CPR levels after
ingestion significantly decreased in the meal with a mix of high-β-glucan barley with WR
in type 2 diabetic patients. This study showed that high-β-glucan barley might be useful in
ameliorating postprandial hyperglycemia in not only healthy subjects but also patients with
type 2 diabetes. Dietary fiber is divided into water -soluble and insoluble dietary fiber [13,14].
Insoluble dietary fiber improves bowel movement by increasing the volume of stools [21].
In contrast, soluble dietary fiber, which is mixed with food inside the intestine, suppresses
acute glucose and serum cholesterol level elevation due to its slow movement within the
intestine [22,23]. Soluble dietary fibers, especially β-glucan, strongly delay the digestion and
absorption of nutrients due to their high viscosity [24]. β-glucan accounts for a large part of
the soluble dietary fiber of barley, and even pearled and rolled barley contains more than 19
times more dietary fiber than polished rice, which may indicate that the content of β-glucan
in barley is higher than that in other grains [24,25]. Conventionally, the content of β-glucan
in barley is reported to be 4.7 g per 100 g, but the content of β-glucan in the Kirarimochi
barley used in this study was as high as 7.2 g per 100 g [19].
Some studies reported that ingestion of glutinous brown rice ameliorated postprandial
glucose excursion and insulin hypersecretion with intake of WR [12]. Glutinous brown rice
contains gamma-oryzanol, which may improve metabolic parameters [12,26]. The effects of
β-glucan in barley including delayed digestion and absorption and delayed gastric emptying
may contribute to the suppression of acute glucose level elevation after ingestion [22,23].
There is a possibility that addition of barley or similar cereals to rice, a high GI food, may
lower the GI and treat postprandial hyperglycemia. The finding that mixing barley with WR
improves postprandial blood glucose levels may lead to prevention of diabetes and metabolic
syndrome [27,28]. High-β-glucan barley decreases postprandial insulin hypersecretion,
which may contribute to further prevention of obesity and metabolic syndrome and
improvement of insulin sensitivity with prolonged ingestion [29]. It has recently been shown
that fermentable fiber prevents metabolic syndrome by nourishing the microbiota [30]. It is
also reported that meals including vegetables and dietary fiber increase GLP-1 compared with
meals with WR alone and suppress hyperglycemia and excessive secretion of endogenous
insulin after meals [31]. The previous study reported significant differences in the effects
of glutinous brown rice between patients treated with and those not treated with DPP-4
inhibitors [12]. A possible explanation is that glutinous brown rice might stimulate GLP-1
secretion secondary to increased production of short-chain fatty acids from dietary fiber by
the gut microbial flora [30,31]. In this study, patients receiving incretin-related drugs showed
a tendency towards decreased insulin secretion by mixing high-β-glucan barley with WR
compared to patients not receiving incretin-related drugs, through the increase in GLP-1
levels. There were some limitations to this study. First, the number of subjects was small and
the width of age range was wide, so the results cannot be generalized to the total population
and all gender of patients with type 2 diabetes. Second, the patients studied used various
types of oral hypoglycemic agents.
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Soluble dietary fiber has a serum cholesterol and triglyceride-lowering effect and improves
intrahepatic lipid accumulation [32]. The barely-mediated increase in fecal bile acid
excretion enhances the metabolism of cholesterol to bile acid in the liver and decreases blood
cholesterol levels as a result of the decrease in liver cholesterol levels [33]. In this study, there
were no changes in serum triglyceride and FFA levels between the BR and WR diet.
In conclusion, in the meal tolerance test, IAUC for glucose and CPR levels over 180 minutes
after ingestion significantly decreased by the consumption of WR mixed with 50% high
β-glucan barley in type 2 diabetic patients. We suggest that lowering the GI of WR or
β-glucan per se suppressed postprandial hyperglycemia and excessive insulin secretion. It
might contribute to prevention of obesity and suppress the onset of diabetes vascular disease
in Asian patients with diabetes who use WR as a staple food. However, further long-term
research is needed to clarify whether high-β-glucan barley improves postprandial blood
glucose levels and insulin resistance. Furthermore, a limitation of this study is that the
number of subjects is small and width of age range is wide.
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